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Summary
1.1  JBL Blockchain Game

1.2  Life of Traditional 
       Game Items



Junior Baseball League, referred to as JBL, is a blockchain game developed based on BSC, 
including JBL GameFi and JBL NFT-Yield Farming; the first version of JBL is BlockChainㆍTop of 
Baseball, which contains two different utility tokens, JBL Token and BOB Token. In this white 
paper, we will introduce the uses of BSC, NFT, GameFi, NFT-Yield Farming and JBL & BOB 
Token one by one. We hope this game can make users enjoy the fun of earning while playing.

Summary01

1.1 JBL blockchain game

"Junior Baseball League" is a baseball-themed game that combines the three elements of game, 
decentralized finance (DeFi), and non-fungible token (NFT). It will be a blockchain game devel-
oped by Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
 
We are committed to freeing users from the process of learning blockchain technology, and it can 
be very easy for users to enter the game, especially the gameplay that users can understand at 
a glance, to make the blockchain game get mass adoption, and give the real reason to appreci-
ate cryptocurrency. Users can make perfect use of the fragmented time in their lives and get 
rewards of utility tokens during the process of participating in the game, thereby improving the 
overall user participation and entertainment, reshaping the appearance of the fragmented econo-
my, and realizing the ideal of “Making money is living and playing” .

1.2 The life of traditional game items

In traditional games, if the life cycle of the game ends, it means that the life cycle of the props 
(essentially a service) purchased by the user in the game has also ended. Therefore, the user 
has no real ownership of the items, and the items do not have asset attributes. It usually exists 
based on the needs of the game itself, and cannot be used interoperably with other games, so it 
has no reason for appreciation, and there will be no whole industry chain to serve it. NFT refers 
to the non-fungible token on the blockchain, which is expressed in the form of encrypted text, 
music, and images (dynamic and static), representing an indivisible nature, such as a hat, a 
baseball or a pair of gloves, we will not cut it into several pieces for sale.
JBL’ s game items are cards in the form of NFTs, including Player Cards and Buff Cards. Their 
issuance, transaction and storage are all on the blockchain. As long as the game industry 
agrees, the items can be used interchangeably between different games, and have asset attri-
butes, so they can be collected or resold to other players for profit. This is the potential value of 
NFT in blockchain games, and NFT regives the soul of game items.
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With the birth of blockchain technology, private companies and government agencies have been 

continuously exploring the possibilities of this innovative technology for a long time, thereby 

generating brand-new business models and realizing higher added value. JBL uses blockchain 

technology to "combine games with financial attributes" to create a game world. Because of its 

entertainment and profitable economic model, it has become a new term for the blockchain 

industry. We call it - Game Finance (GameFi).

2.1 GameFi concept
Actually, GameFi is not a new concept. On November 8, 2019, 8btc, a blockchain information 

service provider, held the "Second World Blockchain Conference Wuzhen" at the Internet Inter-

national Convention and Exhibition Center in Zhejiang Province, China. MixMarvel Limited, a 

blockchain game publishing platform with 15 years of experience in the traditional game industry, 

was invited to attend the Wuzhen Summit. Its Chief Strategy Officer (CSO) Mary Ma presented in 

Forum  "Digital Assets: Birth, Deduction and Evolution" Published a keynote speech on "GameFi 

- Technology-Driven Innovation in the Game Industry", and put forward the concept of "Finance 

Game" for the first time.

2.2 GameFi Definition
DeFi refers to decentralized finance; GameFi refers to “decentralized finance presented in the 

form of games” . Gamify the rules of DeFi and NFTize the game items; DeFi focuses on mining 

to make money, and GameFi focuses on playing games. GameFi replaces the Yield farming 

process in DeFi with games. Spending time and energy on playing games has become the key to 

making money. Users can obtain income or rewards during the game. Play-to-Earn will be an 

effective economic model.

Technical Background02
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2.3  Blockchain market

 

Blockchain technology came out in 2008, the degree of global attention has continued to grow at 

an extremely high speed, and various types of solutions are constantly being proposed. The 

latest research report from Blockdata, a blockchain market intelligence agency, shows that 

among the 100 banks ranked by Asset Under Management (AUM), 55% have already become 

interested in the field of cryptocurrency; Among the world's top 100 listed institutions, 81 are 

already using blockchain technology (Figure 1), which proves that blockchain technology is 

currently one of the most important emerging technologies.

Blockchain Adoption Stage of Top Institutions
Source: BlockData

Figure 1
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2.4 GameFi Market

GameFi NFTize the game's items, its issuance, transaction and storage are all on the blockchain, 

and have asset attributes, so users can choose to collect or resell to other players for profit. Ac-

cording to NonFungible.com in the second quarter of 2021, the research report (Figure 2) shows 

that the number of users, wallet addresses, buyers, and sellers participating in the global NFT 

market are relatively active compared to the market in 2020. 

Number of NFT active users: number of buyers, sellers, and active wallet addresses
Source: NonFungible.com

Figure 2
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2.5 Sports Retention Rate

There are a wide range of applicable fields in the NFT market, including art, sports, games, 
digital copyrights and collectibles, all of which can be reformed and applied by NFT. The market 
retention rate of NFT in the sports scene is the highest (12.14%), followed by collectibles 
(10.04%), art (6.19%), and games (6.19%). When the user's interaction in this category occurs 
repeatedly, the retention rate will increase, so it can be regarded as the user's loyalty perfor-
mance for this category.

2.6 JBL Development Based on BSC

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) compatibility, short block generat-
ing time, high transaction per second (TPS) is high, and the transaction fee is much lower than Ethe-
reum. The logic of double sign detection and slashing (PoSA consensus mechanism punishment 
method) ensures its security, stability and finality, BSC includes the advantages of user loyalty and 
low handling fees. JBL is developed based on the underlying technology of BSC. Anyone can use 
such as MetaMask wallet to easily set up the RPC(Remote Procedure Call) to interact with JBL. The 
items and token rewards obtained in the game can also be withdrawn to the wallet.

NFT retention rate of various application categories
Source: NonFungible.com

Figure 3
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3.1 Game Theme

"Junior Baseball League" is a blockchain game with the theme of baseball. Game, Sports, and 
Metaverse are the main structure of JBL. The design style is cute and interesting. Users can 
participate in the fun with an immersive experience.

3.2 Game Version

JBL’ s creation version "BlockChainㆍTop of Baseball", with "everyone is a scout" as a design 
idea, constructed two different types of gameplay, JBL GameFi and JBL NFT-Yield Farming. All 
items in the game are cards in the form of NFT, including Player Card and Buff Card. In the 
process of participating in the game, it is an interesting thing to lead the players (Baseball card) 
to build their own team and compete for token rewards and sense of accomplishment from 
passing levels, battles, and tournaments. All items and token rewards in the game are written 
and minted by smart contracts on the blockchain. Users can obtain their ownership and can also 
buy and sell in the free market.

Game Theme03
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3.3 Game Items

The game items in "BlockChainㆍTop of Baseball" are cards in the form of NFT. Users can get a 
mystery box by consuming JBL Token, from which a player card will be randomly opened; users 
can purchase a buff card by consuming a certain amount of BOB Token.

1.Player card and buff card description :

Card Type How to Get Token Used Description

Player Card Mystery
Boxes

JBL Token

Buff card 
Consume
Tokens

BOB Token

1.Catcher: Critical

2.Pitcher: Injury

3.Hitter: Injury

4.Outfielder: Defensive

5.Infielder: Defensive

Player card value, see table 2-1, 2-2, 2-3

1.Character Card: 

1.Team manager: damage, critical strike rate +2%
2.Cheerleader: Critical Strike Rate +5%
3.Main Judge: Defense +5%
4.Coach: Resistance +5%

each character can only be
configured with one

2.Ball Card:

1.Winning shot: Damage +10%
2.Golden Ball: Damage +3%
3.Silver Ball: Damage +1%

The same team can only 
configure one ball

3.Equipment Card:
   1.Baseball Bat:

．Goodbye Home Run Bat: Critical Strike Rate +10%
．Gold Bat: Critical Strike Rate +3%
．Silver Bat: Critical Strike rate +1%

The same team can only 
configure one ball

   1.Baseball Bat:

．Gold glove: Defense +10%
．Silver glove: Defense +3%
．Baseball glove: Defense +1%

The same team can only be 
equipped with one glove

NFT player card and buff cardTable1
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The player card has five types of players, 
namely catcher, pitcher, hitter, outfielder, and infielder.2.Value table of player card:

Time of Introduction

First stage
(2021)

Second stage
(2022)

Damage

10 ± 5

10 ± 5

Critical Strike

30 ± 5

40 ± 5

Defense

10 ± 5

10 ± 5

Resistance

25 ± 5

20 ± 5

Blood

25 ± 5

20 ± 5

Catcher ___ Critical Strike Type

Ability table of catcherTable 2-1

The basic value 
of the second stage catcher

Damage

40

30

20

10
0

Blood

Resistance Defense

Critical

Strike

The basic value
of the first stage catcher

Damage

40

30

20

10
0

Blood

Resistance Defense

Critical

Strike
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Pitcher and Hitter ___ Damage Type

The basic value of the second stage
pitcher and hitter

Damage

40

30

20

10
0

Blood

Resistance Defense

Critical

Strike

The basic value of the first stage
pitcher and hitter

Damage

40

30

20

10
0

Blood

Resistance Defense

Critical

Strike

Ability table of pitcher and hitterTable 2-2

Time of Introduction

First stage
(2021)

Second stage
(2022)

Damage

10 ± 5

40 ± 5

Critical Strike

10 ± 5

0 

Defense

20 ± 5

20 ± 5

Resistance

20 ± 5

20 ± 5

Blood

20 ± 5

20 ± 5
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Outfielder, infielder ___ defensive

The basic value of the second stage
outfielder and infielder

Damage

40

30

20

10
0

Blood

Resistance Defense

Critical

Strike

The basic value of the first stage
outfielder and infielder

Damage

40

30

20

10
0

Blood

Resistance Defense

Critical

Strike

Ability table of outfielder and infielderTable 2-3
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Time of Introduction

First stage
(2021)

Second stage
(2022)

Damage

10 ± 5

10 ± 5

Critical Strike

0

0 

Defense

30 ± 5

40 ± 5

Resistance

30 ± 5

20 ± 5

Blood

30 ± 5

30 ± 5
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Players Card Types Probability of
Draw Cards

Catcher

Pitcher

Hitter

Infielder

Outfielder

2

2

2

2

2

20 %

25 %

30 %

15 %

10 %

The box will be opened immediately after purchase and cannot 
be returned, but the NFT player card can be traded.

Mystery Box is also known as Blind Box. Users who consume a certain amount of JBL Token 

have the opportunity to win a limited number of NFT player cards from the box full of surprises. 

Player cards can be used in JBL GameFi and JBL NFT-Yield Farming.

3.Mystery Box

Mystery Box Content IntroductionTable 3

Franchise Player

Junior Baseball League



3.4 Game Type

(1) Game Mode
     "BlockChainㆍTop of Baseball" is an open personal team world. Users can get token
      rewards through multiple styles of gameplay. The game modes are as follows :

1.Game Type -J BL GameFi

Game Modes Description

Passing
Levels

Tips: The player card is matched with the Buff card to play the game to increase the chance of winning.

★Play: Prepare any 3 NFT Player Cards, roll the dice to break through the 
game, get token rewards from them, and the cards will not be consumed.

★Restrictions: 20 passes can be made every 24 hours.

★Reward: BOB Token

Battle

★Play: Prepare any 3 NFT player cards, and consume a certain amount of 
BOB Token as a handling fee, and play PvP(Player versus player) with other 
users. The winner can get token rewards. Cards will not be consumed.

★Restrictions: 5 battles can be played every 24 hours.

★Reward: BOB Token

Tournament

★Play: Prepare any 3 NFT player cards, and randomly challenge neighbor-
ing users during the tournament period. The winner will get points rewards. 
At the end of the tournament period, different numbers of tokens will be 
awarded according to the points ranking. Cards will not be consumed.

★Restrictions: There is no limit on the number of entries.
★Reward: JBL Token

“BlockChainㆍTop of Baseball” JBL GameFi Game ModeTable 4
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(2) Cultivating players
      Like the real world, baseball players can create a new generation through cultivation.
      The cultivation instructions are as follows:

“BlockChainㆍTop of Baseball” JBL GameFi Cultivation FunctionTable 5

Number of 
Cultivation Times

Consume BOB Token

1

2

3

4

5

100

200

400

800

1600

20

20

20

20

20

Consume JBL Token

Cultivation
Conditions

1.Cultivate new players. You need to hold any 2 player cards before you can create new 
    players. The player cards you hold will not be consumed.

2.Cultivating new players requires a certain amount of JBL Token and BOB Token to be 
    consumed at the same time.

3.In order to avoid excessive increase in the number of players, the upper limit of the 
    cultivation of each player card is 5 times.

Prepare any Player Card to use JBL NFT-Yield Farming for NFT card staking mining and obtain 
JBL Token from it.

(1) NFT staking mining
     Rewards for NFT staking mining come from 30% of the total issuance of tokens and 15% of 
     mystery box sales.

     1.The type that can be staked is the NFT player card.

     2.Staking players cards can get JBL Token, a different type of player cards with different 
        annual percentage yield (APY) reward.

2.Game Type - JBL NFT-Yield Farming
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(2) Mining bonus
      Different types of Player Cards have different mining bonus effects:

(3) Mining Process
     Staking Mining will be carried out through JBL NFT-Yield Farming with the player cards held, 
     and the cycle mode is as follows:

Catcher, pitcher

Infielder, outfielder

Hitter

5 %

10 %

0 %

JBL Token

JBL Token

JBL Token

Type APY bonus Reward Token

Mining Bonus ValueTable 6

NFT card staking mining cycle mode

Figure 4

Users

Produce
JBL

Buy NFT
Mystery Boxes

Enter Farm
to stake

First NFT

Second NFT

Third NFT

Fourth NFT

Fifth NFT
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The JBL 
&
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4.1 Token Introduction

4.2 Token Usage

4.3 Token Economy

4.4 Token Configuration



4.1  Token Introduction

JBL Token and BOB Token are utility tokens issued by the "Junior Baseball League" based on 
the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) BEP-20 protocol, as the creation tokens of "BlockChainㆍTop of 
Baseball".

4.2 Token Usage

The usage of JBL & BOB Token in JBL GameFi and JBL NFT-Yield Farming is as follows :

The JBL & BOB Token04

Token Name Token Usage

JBL Token

Purchase mystery boxes, cultivate player cards, JBL GameFi game 
reward, JBL NFT-Yield Farming staking mining reward and ex-
change BOB Token.

BOB Token
Cultivate player cards, purchase item cards, JBL GameFi game 
reward and redeem JBL Token.

Token UsageTable 7
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4.3  Token Economy

JBL & BOB Token adopts a dual-token economic model and has a good token circulation 
mechanism. In addition to being used in its own ecosystem applications, it can also be 
expanded to various types of external applications in the future. The structure diagram is as 
follows :

JBL Token Economy Structure

Figure 5

GameFi

Produce JBL

Produce BOB

Buy Buff Cards
Produce New
Player Cards

Combine

Users Produce
JBL

Buy NFT
Mystery Boxes

Enter Farm
to stake

First NFT

Second NFT

Third NFT

Fourth NFT

Fifth NFT
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4.4 Token Configuration

(1) Total Issuance

 ★  JBL Token: 100,000,000 JBL

 ★  BOB Token: 200,000,000 BOB

The token configuration is as follows :

Page 17 WHITE PAPER

10.00 %

20.40 %

4.50%

16.85 %

8.40 %

9.85 %

30.00 %

Founder

Team

External Consultant

Private Sale

Marketing

Ecosystem

Mining and game rewards

Founder: From the 7th month to the 24th month, 1/18 is distributed linearly every month.

Team: From the 7th to the 18th month, 1/12 is distributed linearly every month.

Private Sale: From the 7th to the 18th month, 1/12 is distributed linearly every month.

Ecosystem: 80% monthly linear distribution 1/24

Token Distribution
Token Name JBL Token BOB Token

10.00 %

21.60 %

4.50 %

0 %

10.40 %

13.50 %

40.00 %

Token ConfigurationTable 8



JBL
Token

Private Sale

16.85%

Marketing

8.40%

Ecosystem

9.85%

Mining and
game rewards

30.00%

BOB
Token

Marketing

10.40%

Ecosystem

13.50%

Mining and
game rewards

40.00%

Team

20.40%      21.60% 

Founder

10.00%

External Consultant

4.50%

JBL Token Total Distribution Diagram

Figure 6

BOB Token Total Distribution Diagram

Figure 7
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Partners05
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2021 紐西蘭全國成棒年度最優秀教練

2015 第一屆海華文教基金會 海外十大傑出青年紐西蘭代表
Cola Yeh

        鴻安法律事務所 所長  / 台北市政府法律諮詢服務律師 / 
      台北、新北法律扶助服務基金會 扶助律師 / 
    士林地方法院公設少年輔佐人 / 
  中華民國中小企業經營發展協會 創會理事長 / 
BNI 三金質獎 / 日月光獅子會理監事…等

吳 于 安

趙 士 強
        行政院體育運動發展委員會 委員；
      中華民國棒球協會 副理事長 / 
    1988 年電影《紅葉小巨人》飾演邱慶成 教練 / 
  財團法人兆豐國際商業銀行文教基金會 董事 / 
斯邁喬治整合行銷有限公司 總經理

駱 君 昊
    DingDan CG Official  /
  Oursong 創作者 /
頂點動畫官方社群創辦人

洪 瑜 聰     海洋世紀遊艇股份有限公司 執行長

1990 年第十屆 IBA 青錦棒賽最佳投手張 家 豪

圖靈鏈 TuringCerts  執行長Jeff Hu 胡耀傑



Partners05
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威爾特整合行銷有限公司

海洋世紀遊艇股份有公司

Fm90.5 大樹下廣播電台

斯邁喬治整合行銷有限公司

連晟投資企業有限公司



Project
Roadmap
6.1   Future Vision

6.2   JBL Development Roadmap



6.1  Future Vision

It is hoped that potential users of the blockchain industry can understand the trend of the block-
chain with a relaxed and happy mood, and experience the powerful functions of the blockchain 
game application with a lower barrier. The fun in blockchain games can continue to stimulate 
users' "vitality". The concept of "metaverse" is closely linked to the blockchain. In the future, JBL 
will provide new elements to upgrade the game. Also, we hope that the economic model in the 
game will allow some countries to improve their income and gradually reduce the gap between 
the rich and the poor.

6.2 JBL Development Roadmap

Project Roadmap06

STEP

1

2021．Q4
Launch NFT-Yield Farming 

STEP

5

2022．Q4
aunch JBL GameFi Game

STEP

6

2023．Q1
Open World Cup selection

STEP

3

2022．Q2
JBL GameFi advance reservation
webpage registration
APP launch/Android/iOS version

STEP

42022．Q3
1.Announce

the pre-registration list
2. Complete the NFT
development of items

STEP

2

2022．Q1
Limited NFT bidding subscription

Limited NFT
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Risk Disclosure
and Disclaimer



1. Virtual currency (Cryptocurrency) trading has certain risks. Please understand that in most 
countries, virtual currency is not an official currency, does not have the effect of statutory liquida-
tion, and cannot guarantee your transaction partners will accept payment in virtual currency 
instead of traditional currency, so the risk of holding virtual currency may be higher than the risk 
of holding other assets or fiat currencies.

2. You must carefully consider various relevant factors, including but not limited to personal 
goals, experience in using virtual currency and risk tolerance, etc., to assess whether you are 
suitable for holding and using virtual currency, and you should at least pay attention to the follow-
ing risks:

A. Market risk: When trading or buying and selling virtual currency, please understand that the 
value of virtual currency is likely to fluctuate significantly, and the value becomes zero.

B. Transaction risk: We cannot guarantee that anyone will accept virtual currency to pay for 
goods or services, nor can we guarantee that virtual currency can be recognized or protected by 
laws of various countries around the world. We also remind you that the legality of the use and 
transaction of virtual currency may vary depending on the laws of different countries/regions. 
There are different regulations, and they may even be explicitly prohibited by the government 
legislation of some countries/regions or restricted in terms of transaction qualifications and 
processes.

C. Legal application risk: The legal status of virtual currency may be undetermined under the 
applicable laws governing your nationality or place of residence. You should consult a profes-
sional legal/tax advisor to understand the status and tax issues of holding, investing or trading 
virtual currency under the governing law. You should bear and comply with all relevant legal and 
tax requirements.

D. Storage/preservation risk: If you store virtual currency by yourself, or entrust it to any 
third-party organization to provide storage virtual currency services, there may be risks of loss, 
theft, etc. The reasons for the risks include, but are not limited to, system security breaches, 
contracts default risk and moral hazard.

E. Network security risks: Your personal computer, mobile phone and/or other third-party web-
sites may be invaded by malicious hackers, viruses, Trojan horses or other methods or be ac-
cessed without authorization. The phone or web browser should be in a safe state at all times, 
and you should bear all the responsibilities on your own.

Risk Disclosure and Disclaimer
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3. This risk disclosure statement is only illustrative in nature and cannot fully enumerate all the 
risks involved in holding or trading virtual currencies, so please pay full attention to other possi-
ble potential risks.

4. The content of this white paper is for reference only. You cannot rely solely on this white paper 
to understand the scope and actual content of the JBL blockchain game ecosystem. This white 
paper shall not be regarded as our commitment to the project and timeliness of the JBL block-
chain game ecosystem development. guarantee.

5. We have done reasonable care to ensure the correctness and completeness of the content of 
this white paper, and try to obtain the source of the relevant content. However, due to the char-
acteristics of the virtual currency market, we cannot guarantee the authenticity, real-time and 
completeness of all information. When the information is updated, we reserve the right to update 
and modify the content of this white paper, and will publish the update on the website or the 
updated white paper file. We cannot be responsible for the accuracy, real-time and completeness 
of the information.

6. The content of this white paper is only used for the purpose of conveying specific information. 
All information does not constitute any investment invitation or recommendation. Purchasers 
should carefully consider their own needs and risk-bearing capacity. We are not liable for damag-
es caused by all risks involved in virtual currency. responsibility.

7. Regarding the use and transaction of virtual currency, you agree to fully comply with relevant 
laws and regulations, and not to use it for any illegal purposes (such as money laundering, 
gambling), etc. If there is a violation, we reserve the right to take legal actions, notify law en-
forcement agencies, and take appropriate measures. When necessary, you should consult 
relevant legal advisors on the legality of use and transactions. We do not bear any responsibility.
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MAKING MONEY
IS LIVING AND PLAYING


